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Hi everyone, Tuesday 7th May 13

Thanks to some careful planning, favourable weather and

a great deal of help crane day went according to the

script. With the efforts of Alan Clark, Trevor Neate

and Keith Ross the yard looks particularly well organized

and tidy.

It has been a good sailing season and our thanks must go

to all the on water race crew for the effort they have

put in throughout the year. A special thanks to John

Mills and Sheila Young on the water and Brodie Goozee

and Col Martin in the tower for their tireless help in

making it possible for us to race. The race office team

led by Steve Bardsley have given us our results each

week and Steve not only fine-tuned a great program for

us but made the effort to rethink some of our long dis-

tance courses making for fairer and more interesting

racing. As always our BBQ team have been there to keep

us nourished on Thursdays and Saturdays. Participation

is the key to the club’s success and we are fortunate to

have so many volunteers helping out in so many ways

around the club.

We have been fortunate to have some great sponsors

this season. Gazman, Red Rejuvenation and God’s Kitchen

supported our three twilight series. Total Animal Sup-

plies sponsored the Sunday pursuit series and PIB

stepped up for the Geelong destination race. Hopefully

they will be back on board next season.

Our key tag participants are on the increase offering

members a genuine 10% discount over a large range of

products and services. Support is a two way street, so
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please consider our sponsors and advertisers when you

are seeking a product or service.

On the weekend four of our juniors competed at Black

Rock in the Icicle Youth Cup. In the optimist open fleet

Nick Sharman had a convincing win. Sophie Jackson had

a fifth with Ella Sharman and Denver James 10th and

11th respectively.

Along with Geomatic we ventured to town in Seduction

to try our luck in the ORCV double handed race. It was

a physically taxing day even in the light conditions, our

best was not good enough and we finished mid field and

unfortunately Geomatic fared no better. Maybe next

time!!

Friday night at MYC is more popular than ever so come

down and enjoy a meal from The Rocks or just have a

chat and a drink at the bar.

Don’t forget to get your footy tips in on time.

Hope to see you around the club,

Richard Nichols

Key Tag Update….

We are pleased to announce that

Big Chair, Mornington have joined our Key Tag

scheme offering all members a 10%

discount —all you need to do is show your

current MYC key tag…

don't forget to check out the

attached list of all the other

businesses on our key tag scheme.

We have a few seats available for our BABBA night on the 25th May— so if you

have any friends or colleagues who would like to come along please ask them to

give me a call at the office, thanks Sarah :)


